i n rhix arilcli. ac presenz zn c!emmkq p:mf of thk .r.rc-cnt hnsed on the detining differenrial equation.; sysieiii rather than the ciozed rcp~iitnta;ion of 3~ &anger.' !zzc::c~ hYr!em. Clur nri141i r ---~ tine\ n e i d~c~ uar apociai functions (like Wilf's) nor the residue theorcm (like Todorov's) nor the closed representation ( l i k both). but is norely algebraic.
INTRODUCTION
Let S denote the family of analytic and univalent functions f ( 2 ) = z + azz2 + . . . of the unit disk D. S is compact with respect to the topology of locally uniform convergence so that k, := maxf,~ la,( f ) J exists. In 1916 Bieberbach [3] proved that k2 = 2, with equality if and only if f is a rotation of the Koebe function and in a footnote he mentioned "Vielleicht ist iiberhaupt k, = n". This statement is known as the Bieberbach conjecture. The history of the Bieberbach conjecture showed that it was easier to obtain results about the logarithmic coeficients of a univalent function f , i.e., the coefflcients dn of the expansion rather than for the coefficients u, of f itself. So Lebedev and Milin [I31 in the mid sixties developed methods to exponentiate such information. They proved that if for f E S the Milin conjecture on its logarithmic coefficients is satisfied for some n E N, then the Bieberbach conjecture for the index n + 1 foilows. 
Jrfferrrntinl eyuntion
Proof Differentiating (4) with respect io both z and t yields the equations and (6). from which we deduce where we used (4) once again, and (1). The initial function is determined trivially.
.
As a consequence we have for the coefficients A, (t) of w(z, t ) :
LEMMA 2 (Differential equations system for coefficient functions). 
is valid. Therefore. we have and the initial value Proof For j = n, Equation (14) is trivial. Therefore assume 1 5 j 5 n -1, n 2 2.
Substituting (1 1 ) into (12), and equating coefficients of yj(1 5 j 5 n -1 ) results in (13).
From (13), we get the telescoping product 
i ) . )
To prove (17), we first solve (1 2) for BA-, ( y ) :
We take this equation and the first two derivatives thereof as replacement d e s fcr any occurrence of BAPl (p), Bi-l ( y ) , and B;:, ( y ) in the left hand side of (17). The resulting term reduces to zero. This procedure can be easily done with the aid of a computer algebra system, and we leave these elementary algebraic transformations to the reader. + (e' -n 2 )~, ( t ) = 0, which is simpler than (1 5) in the sense that it does not contain the first derivative explicitly, but which does not have polynomial coefficients since e'-terms occur.
As a consequence of the preceding lemmas. we find the followinp closed form by an application of (13), and therefore (21) follows from ai2) = -2. It is easily checked that (18) remains true for n = 1.
CONNECTION WITH THE GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we again deduce the closed form representation for A, ( t ) , this time utilizing an explicit representation of wiz, t ) in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials. Observe that this section is not necessary for our development, but it shows some interesting connections for the reader who is familiar with orthogonal polynomials and generating functions. 
THE DE BRANGES AND WEINSTEIN FUNCTIONS
In [4] de Branges showed that the Milin conjecture is valid if for ail n 3 2 the dc Brange~ funrtrnnr tn : Rt + R ( k = 1. . . . n + 1) defined hy the wqtem of differential equations and The relation (28) is easily checked using standard methods for ordinary differential equations, whereas (29) is a deep result.
L. de Branges gave an explicit representation of the function system tkn(t) ([4, 7, 161) (that we don't use, though, see Section 5, however), with which the proof of tht: de Braiges theorem was completed as soon as de Branges realized that (29) was a theorem previously proved by Askey and Gasper [2] Note that the derivatives -t{(t) are characterized by the same system of differential equations (25) w(z, t) we deduce by induction that the coefficients
Substituting A z ( t ) according to ( 3 2 ) in (37), and equating coefficients, we obtain for n 2 k~? -9 3
* L i
If we substitute now (38) in'(39), and equate coefficients, again, then we get the simple recurrence equation (n 2 j > k 3 2) for the coefficients a)13') which (by telescoping) generates Therefore, to get a closed form representation of a?"), we need only one for a?"), and we are done. To obtain this result, we observe that following from (7) and (36). Using the definition := 0 for j < k, and the representation (19) of .41(tj that we gave in Theorem 1 . we deduce in a straightforward Starting with (22). a calculation shows that w ( z , t ) has the explicit representation hence the right hand representation of (43) follows.
In a similar manner as we derived the closed form representation of the coefficients of Koebe's Lowner chain w ( z , t ) in Section 2 (or by the method presented in [9-1 I]), one deduces (44).
To deduce the inequalities t : (t) 2 0 as announced, we remark that the Jacobi polynomials P,("'~)(x) have the generating function [U] 
